
DoctorC

Operating Principles



What is this book about?

Welcome to DoctorC. This book is a way to let you know how we like to operate/run this

company.
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Operating Principles

These are the principles that we adhere and live by. They are not in any order of priority.

● Work backwards from the customer

We build everything backwards from the customer. i.e. Feel the pain of the customer and

then fix it from their point of view. Here “Customer” is defined as an actual customer, an

internal employee using a dashboard, a partner lab, or anyone else whose problem we

are solving.

● Measure Everything

We measure everything. Good decisions cannot be made without reliance on data - so we

go to extreme lengths to measure anything we work on.

● Move fast. Think in hours not in days

We move fast. In doing everything. We make decisions quickly and consequently

mistakes are also made quickly. We fix them even quicker.

● Messing up is OK

Because we move fast, we will mess up. And it's okay. It is important that we learn / get

new data from the mess up and that there is a change made to our systems/processes to

make sure it doesn’t happen again.

We don’t mess up the same thing twice.

Messing up is also not OK in situations like data security, safety etc.

● Company > Team > Individual

The functioning and performance of a team is far more important than that of an

individual. Great teams are more important than brilliant individuals. This is not a place for

someone who is a brilliant jerk, but a bad team player.

● Are High Performers - Output Matters

It’s not the effort that counts. Nor does the number of hours of work. The only thing that

matters is our output. One can be the hardest worker in the organization and have zero

output.
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Output is something that has an impact on the customer in some tangible way.

● Continuously Learn

We proactively learn new things. We do not wait for someone to tell us to learn

something. We learn continuously to improve ourselves.

We want our employees to grow both professionally and personally.

● Be Straightforward

We are a no bullshit company. We expect everyone to be straightforward and cut out the

bullshit.

● Talk about the Problems

We are vocal about the problems in the company. Problems can be only fixed if

somebody points it out.

● Have a Good Sense of Judgement

We always exercise a “good” sense of judgement, i.e we make right decisions a lot. Our

sense of good judgement is what pushes the company forward.

For example - We can judge when to move fast vs when not to. We know when something

is “urgent and not important” vs what is “important and not urgent”. This is only an

example, good judgement shows in everyday decisions you make across the board.

● We have partners, not vendors or clients

Whether it’s diagnostic centers, doctors, consultancies, lawyers, medical equipment

stores, phlebotomists - we treat everyone as partners in our journey.

Any successful relationship, with its ups and downs, works best when treated as a

partnership. A partnership requires time, commitment, and trust to develop. Both parties

will be invested in each other’s success resulting in better alignment.

● Everyone is Equal

Everyone is equal.  Whether they are the execs, engineers, phlebotomists, or delivery

personnel. Whether they are men or women. Whether they are religious or not. Whether

they are straight or LGBTQ.
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Equality means everyone is treated with the same respect and dignity. This does not

mean that everyone’s role is the same. Managerial structure and decision making

authority still holds.

● Promote Diversity and Inclusion

We ensure our teams are part of a diverse background - religion, gender, ethnicity, sexual

orientation, etc.

We will actively try to employ people from diverse backgrounds.

● Lead by Example

People don’t just learn from what they’re told - they also learn what they see. For you to

have the influence and impact you want across the company, whether it's your colleagues

or your reportees, lead by example in everything you do.
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Kinds of Meetings

There are many kinds of meetings, ranging from small to big and weekly to yearly. Here’s a quick

run down on the most common ones:

Sales & Support All Hands

A bi-monthly meeting where Mansi gives the important updates specific to the sales and support

teams.

All Hands

An All Hands for all the employees of the company. Conducted bi-monthly to review major

updates, milestone review, product updates, etc.

Core Team Kick Offs

The core team meets weekly to discuss strategy, direction, and priorities of the company.

Monthly Reviews

One-on-ones between you and your manager. This is a performance review.

Check Ins - Varied Frequency

Structured check ins that happen at different frequencies based on your team’s requirements.

Some happen daily, some happen a few times a week. These are the most frequent meetings

that occur.
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Communication Guidelines

As teams get bigger, how we communicate has to be defined. It needs to fit a purpose and align

with the cultural tone in the organization.

Communication is also critical to the productivity and cohesiveness in the company.

We’re a no-email company

Emails are primarily for external communication. And even there, we prefer to resort to whatsapp

and calls for speed of communication.

Internally, we’re a no-email company. Emails are an outdated mechanism of communication and

can really slow things down. For the sake of speed and clarity of responsibility, we prefer to work

off Asana, Slack, Whatsapp and calls. We almost never use emails for internal communication -

the only exception is for record keeping (offer letters, warning letters, etc).

Synchronous vs Asynchronous Communication

There are several ways of communicating. They fall broadly into two categories -

1. Synchronous:

○ Synchronous modes of communication require more effort and are usually used in

urgent and/or slightly complex situations.

○ Examples: Meetings, Voice/Video Calls

2. Asynchronous:

○ Asynchronous communication is preferred for day to day stuff that is non urgent

and/or for simpler situations.

○ Example: Slack, Whatsapp, Asana

Default to asynchronous communication as far as possible. It ensures you’re not interrupting

another person’s flow of work.
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Enable Flatness

To maintain a feeling of flatness, we stick to using first names only throughout the company. No

sirs, madams, annas, etc.

No Acronyms

No one has explains this better than Elon Musk:

“There is a creeping tendency to use made up acronyms at SpaceX. Excessive use of made up

acronyms is a significant impediment to communication and keeping communication good as we

grow is incredibly important. Individually, a few acronyms here and there may not seem so bad,

but if a thousand people are making these up, over time the result will be a huge glossary that

we have to issue to new employees. No one can actually remember all these acronyms and

people don't want to seem dumb in a meeting, so they just sit there in ignorance. This is

particularly tough on new employees.’

Don’t make “Management” faceless

Will the “Management” accept this or not. The “Management” will always take care of us”. I

wonder if the “Management” will recognize my efforts.

It’s very normal to fall into this very Indian way of calling everyone on top “Management”. This

puts a faceless identity to whoever is above you. Please do NOT do this.

Be crystal clear about who is responsible for making that decision and use their name. Put a face

and a name in discussions.

Correct Pronouns

When referring to a specific person you may choose “he” or “she”. When referring to a group of

people - like phlebotomists, or customers, or advisors - please use the gender neutral

“they/them”. This ensures that we try and move away from all underlying biases that arise from

our language.

For example, if you say “He will pay for the order when we send the phlebotomist” - you are

naturally assuming that only men pay for stuff.
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Over Communicate

This is one thing that is super important and cannot be stressed enough. The downside of under

communicating (i.e. not speaking/informing about something that has happened) is much much

more than the downside of over communicating.

We have seen several issues that could have been caught/solved at a much smaller stage (and

hence more easily) if it was talked about as soon as it was discovered. But, it did not happen

because

● There was some break in communication.

● Someone forgot to talk about it (frequently happens)

● They thought that it was unimportant to talk about (not so frequent)

● They thought they were disturbing the other person (frequently happens)

These are all false assumptions.

Default to over communication! Inform whoever is affected by your work whenever you make a

change and/or a decision. Use asynchronous forms (as listed above) of communication to

communicate. This ensures that you don’t end up interrupting the other person but still convey

the required information. The only downside of over communication is that you might annoy the

other person, but you can always stop over communicating once you get the feedback that you

are giving too much information.
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Recommended Reading

These are the books that have inspired us and shaped our thinking. We highly recommend

reading them to be more in sync.

● Lean Startup by Eric Ries

● Creativity Inc by Ed Catmull

● Delivering Happiness by Tony Hseih

● Lean In by Sheryl Sandberg

● High Output Management by Andy Grove

● Zero to One by Peter Theil

● How to fail at almost everything and still win big by Scott Adams

● Don't Make Me Think by Steve Krug

● Good to Great by Jim Collins

● Blitzscaling by Reid Hoffman

Contributors - Mansi, Karan, Neehar
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